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STATORBUDES AEDEF!lYECT OF TRESETURBINES 

By David H. Silvern and William R. Slivha 

An analytical investigation of turbine8 with ad&stable etator 
bladea was made to determine characteristics and limitations and 
to determine the improvement in speoific fuel con8umption at lees 
than maximum thrust for jet engines equipped with thi8 type of tur- 
bine and with adjustable-area exhaust nozzles. Studies were made 
concerning: (1) the necessary variation in stator-exit angle and 
exhaust-nozzle-area; (2) the performance of a contemporary turbine 
equipped with variable-angle statora based on a one-dimensional 
analysis; (3) a comparison of the probable performance of conven- 
tional engine8 with and without variable-area exhau& nozzles with 
engines having adjustable stators, aeeumingconstantcomponent 
efficiencies for a wide range of ccmpreaaor pressure ratios and 
turbine-entrance temperatures; and (4) a comparison of the actual 
performance of two contemporary Jet engines with the analyzed per- 
formance, assuming they were equipped with adjustable-angle stators 
and variable-area exhaust nozzles. 

Analyses were aleo made to determine the effect of radius 
ratio on the assumptions used in the one-dimensional analysis and 
on the valueer of design parameters that result in decreeing rela- 
tive rotor-entrance Mach number with increasing turbine-entrance 
total temperatures. Charts were constructed to allow quickcal- 
cnlation of the loss parmeters, relative rotor-entrance-angle 
deviation, and rotor-exit whirl loss for off-design-point operation. 

The following results were obtained: (1) The variation in 
atator-exit angle and exhaust area was not excessive for wide 
rangee of engine thrust output; (2) the variation in turbine effi- 
ciency for contemporary turbines with adjustable stators was small 
for wide ranges of engine thrust output; (3) improvements from 4.5 
to 17 percent (depending on design parameter%) in over-all engine 
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specific fuel consumption over conventional engines, and from 2 to 
8.5 percent over engine8 equipped with only adjustable-area exhaust 
nozzles at 60-percent rated power were obtained with the use of 
adjustable-stator turbines and variable-area exhaust nozzles; and 
(4) the improvement in the specific-fuel consumption of the two 
contemporary Jet engines with the introduction of adjustable- 
stator turbines and variable-area exhaust nozzle varied from 5 to 
8 percent at 70 percent of maxWum power. (These results were 
obtained by assuming that the engines equipped (with adjustable-stator 
turbines and variable-area exhaust nozzles were designed for 
cruising conditions.) 

INTRODUCTION 

Jet engines develop maximum output at the point of maximum 
compressor pressure ratio and turbine-entrance temperature. The 
inherent characteristics determined by the necessity of matching 
the compressor and turbine work output and mass flow of fixed- 
geometry jet engines result in a decrease in engine speed and com- 
pressor pressure ratio as the thrust output (and turbine-entrance 
temperature) are decreased. This reduction in compressor pres8ure 
ratio tends to decrease the thermodynsmic cycle efficiency and, 
with the additional losses resulting from off-design operation of 
the components, often causes a reduction in over-all engine 
performance. 

One method of improving the performance of turbojet engines 
at less than msximum thrust is the use of adjustable-area exhaust 
nozzles. By adjusting the exhaust srea and thus varying the pres- 
sure ratio across the turbine, the engine can be kept at constant 
speed for variations in thrust and turbine-entrance temperature. 
The ccanpressor pressure ratio will therefore decrease less than in 
fixed-geometry engines that operate at variable speed, 

Another method of improving the performanc e of turboJet 
engines at less than maximum thrust is to improve the off-design 
performance of the compressors by adjusting the compressor blades. 
An analysis of the performance of sxial-flow compreesors with 
adjustable blades is presented in reference 1. 

A method that provides even more flexibility at thrust con- 
ditions below maximum is the combination of adjustable turbine- 
entrance stators and adjustable exhaust nozzles that provides two 
degrees of freedcm, which the contemporary turbojet engine does 
not possess. Thus, the engine speed and compressor pressure ratio 

. 
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can be controlled independently of the engine thrust, which per- 
mits operation of the engine at cruising conditions at the highest 
allowable engine speed and at the maximum obtainable capressor 
pressure ratio; these two factors produce low specific fuel con- 
sumption under cruising conditions. As the turbine-entrsnce tem- 
perature is increased to change from cruising to full-thrust oper- 
ation of the engine, adfuetment of the angle of the blades of the 
turbine-entrance stator increases the flow area in the stator to 
accozznodate the incressed volume flow of gas and adjustment of the 
srea of the exhaust nozzle changes the turbine pressure ratio in 
order to maintain a constant engine speed. In this manner, the 
compressor can be so regulated as to operate at a single, efficient 
operating condition for a range of turbine-entrance temperatures. 
Ilf, as the required engine thrust varies, this single-point oper- 
ation of the oompressor does not provide the greatest econw, the 
two degrees of freedom povided by adjusting the turbine-entrance 
stator and e&au& nozzle may be exploited to approach optimum per- 
formance more closely by varying the engine speed snd the compressor 
pressure ratio. 

In addition to improving the cruising ami full-thrust opera- 
tion of turbojet engines, adjustable turbine-entrance stators and 
exhaust nozzles may improve the starting and acceleration character- 
istics of the engine. In jet-engine starting, two problems we 
simplified by adjustable turbine stators amf Faust nozzles. 

The .first is the problem of starting at sea level. Luring 
s-tasting, when the maximum allowable turbine-entrance temperature 
is used, it might be desirable to change from a point on the com- 
pressor operating map where the compressor isoperating at low 
efficiency (near the surge line) to a more efficient operating3 
point. This change may be accomplished by adjusting the turbine 
stators, thereby changing the mass flow throu& the compressor 
and increasing the compressor efficiency and pressure ratio. Lar- 
ger accelerating torque msy thereby be obtained and self-sustained 
operation may be reached at lower engine speeds. 

The second - andhighly imports& - problem is that of engine 
stsrting after a combustion blow-out at altitude. Adjustment of 
turbine stators to reduce the mass flow through the engine and to 
improve cvessor efficiency will provide high windmilling speeds 
for the engine (and therefore high burner-entrance pressures) while 
maintaining low burner-entrance velocities, thus providing con- 
ditions favorable for ignition. 

An additional advantage may be obtained with the use of tur- 
bines with adjustable stators. Unlike contemporary jet engines, the 
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engines equipped with turbines having adjustable stators and 
adjustable exhaust nozzles can probably operate at constant speed 
for a tide range of thrust. Thus, in changing from loo to high 
thrust, no.delaywill occur as is usual where acceleration of 
high-inertia systems sre necessary. An incidental advantage of 
constant oompressor speed andmaximumpressure ratio at cruising 
speed is that the tendency for burner blow-out is dimfnished 
because the burner-entrance pressure is.higher than for the con- 
ventional units, and higher blow-out altitudes at cruising con- 
ditions are thereby attained. 

The peflormance of a contemporary turbojet engine with an 
adjustable exhaust nozzle is reported in referenues 2 and 3; these 
references show that some improvement in speoific fuel consumption 
is obtained by the use of the adjustable exhaust nozzle. Informa- 
tion is lacking on the effect of adJustable exhaust nozzles on the 
per?ormance of engines having compressor pressure ratios and 
turbine-entrance temperatures higher than those of contemporary 
engines, and no information is available on the effeot of the com- 
bination of adjustable turbine-entrance stators and adjustable 
exhaust nozzles on engine perform.loe. 

An analysis was made at the NACA Lewis laboratory to investi- 
gate the desirability of using adJustab1e-stato.r turbines in com- 
bination with adjustable exhaust nozzles by determining the opera- 
ting chsracteristics of turbines equipped with adjustable entrance 
stators, by studying the design limitations, and by estimating the 
effect on turbojet-engine psrformsnce. The 8econdsz-y ptgpase of 
this analysis is to estimate the effect of adjustable exhaust noz- 
zles alone on turbojet-engine performanue and to compare this per- 
formance with that obtained by using both adjustable turbine- 
entrance stators and adjustable exhaust nozzles. The additional 
degrees of freedom provided by these variations in engine geometry 
change both the performance and the control characteristics of 
turbojet engines; this investigation is limited to a study of the 
performance characteristics. 

The following problems are analyzed herein: (1) the required 
ranges of adjustment of turbine stator-blade angle and exhaust- 
nozzle area; (2) the perform& ce of a contemporary turbine modified 
to employ an adjustable entrance stator; and (3) the probable per- 
formance of turbojet engines covering a wide range of compressor 
pressure ratios and turbine-entrance temperatures with (a) fixed- 
geometry components, (b) adjustable exhaust nozzles, and (c) both 
adjustable turbine-entrance stators and exhaust nozzles. A com- 
parison is alsomade of the actual performance of two contemporary 
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jet engines with the estFmated peflormame, assuming the engines 
were equipped with adjustable-angle stators and adjustable exhaust 
nozzles. 

Charts are presented that aid in estimating the perform&me 
of adjustable-stator turbines. 

ANALYSIS 

Stator-Exit-Angle Displacement and Exhaust-Nozzle-Area Variation 

In order to maintain constant oompressor operating conditions 
(that is, constant speed, pressure ratio, and mess flow), the stator- 
exit angle must be varied to hold the mass flow constant as the 
engine thrust and the turbine-entrance temperature are varied. In 
order to determine the rauge of angular displacement, an analysis 
wes made aseuming that the mess flow through the stator was inde- 
pendent of the pressure ratio aaross the stator. Thle assumptfon 
is valid for supercritical pressure ratios. For high subcritical 
pressure ratios, this assumption is valid within reasonable lfmits, 
as shown in reference 4, where the variation in msss flow frclm the 
choking value is only'about 5 percent at a Mach number of 0.8. With 
this assumption (using symbols defined in appeIldix A), the follow- 
ing equation can be written: 

W p'1 h2 qT'l,des 
Wdes w5: Trl-A2,des P'l,des 4-- 

To a first-order approximation, 

A2 sin a2 

Az,des = sin a2,des 

Then 

(1) 
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With the owessor operating at design point w = waes and 
P'l - P'1,des.r the following expression holds: 

Figure 1, obtained using equation (Z), shows the stator-exit 
anerIe a2 as a funotion of the ratio of the turbine-entrance tem- 
perature to the design turbine-entranCe temperature Tp'l/Ttl des 
for various vahe8 of %,des' It is shown that excessive stator- 
angle displacements are unneoessary for even lsrge increases of 
turbine-entrance temperatures. Thus, for a 50-percent incresse of 
turbine-entranoe tempera-b-, an increment of less than 6o is 
required for a deei- value of 2S". 

During acceleration at maximum turbine-entrance temperature, 
adjustment of the turbine-entrance stator may be desired in order 
to change the mass-flow oharacteristios of the turbine to provide 
better compressor operation. At any given speed, it may therefore 
be desirable to change the mass flow that would be obtained with 
the stator set at its design angle wa,des to a new msss flow that 
would insure optimumengine operation wa opt. As in the preceding 
discussion, except that the stator-mss&e-ratio term is included, 

wa,opt P'l,a,opt d- ein aopt t 
Wa,des p'l,a,des q/G 'In ades 

At any given speed, pfl is approximately constant ami for opti- 
mum starting T'l should equal the maximum allowable temperature. 
For impulse turbines, p2 = p5, which is constant for low engine 
output beoause the pressure drop across the Jet is negligible. 

Then 

sin a opt wa,opt m 
W  a,des sin ades 

(41 
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This equation is not quite true for high-reaction b&ding, but it 
does show the trend of the variation, if not the exact magnitude. 
The stator-exit angle a2 as a function of the ratio of weight 
flow onthe optimumoperatingline towei&tflouatsome point 
off the optimum line, obtained with the design value of a, 
wa,opt a,desj /w is shown in five 2 for VariOUS Valu8S Of a2,deS. 
Here again an angulsr displacement of only 6O is required for 
approximately 20-percent change in weight flow for a design a 
of 25O. 

It is also necesssxy to vary the exhaust-nozzle area to main- 
tain constant turbine work with turbine-entrance temperature 
inoressing above the design temperature at the cruising condition. 
Ananalysis thatsasumes that the exhaust nozzle is choking and 
that the turbine efficiency is constant is presented in appendix B. 
The equation that defines the variation of exhaust-nozzle area is 

Y 1 

&'t 
z 

Cp%T'l,des 

The ratio of 
as a function of 
as a parameter is 

1 

*'t 
- 'pT'l,de 

(5) 

exhaust area to design exhaust area Aj/Aj des 
Ttl/T'l dest with turbine design pressureJratio 
shown 1; figure 3. It is shown that excessive 

jet-area variation is unnecessary even for a wide range of engine 
thrust output. For a turbine deal- pressure ratio of 3, a msxi- 
mum variation of approximately 15 percent is necessary, whereas 
for a turbine design pressure ratio of 6, a variation of approxi- 
mately 35 percent is necessary for a range of engine output from 
design temperature to 150 percent of the design temperature. 

Turbine Analysis 

During off-design-point operation, any turbine will encounter 
losses in addition to th.ose that are inherent at design-point 
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operation. The greatest additional losses sre due to rotor- 
entrance-angle deviation, exit whirl loas, and in some cases an 
increase in the relative rotor-entrance Mach number above the 
critical value. In order to determine the operating oharacteristice 
of turbines equipped with adJustable stators, it is necessary to 
evaluate the effect on these three factors of varying the stator- 
entrance angle. 

A common meth& used for determining off-design-point turbine 
oharacteristics is one based on one-dimensional flow using certain 
coefficients for evaluating losees. A method of this type is pre- 
sented in reference 5, in which the loss due to rotor-entrance- 

w,2 angle deviation is assumed to be equal to zg sin2 6dev. The 
Tr 2 

exit whirl loss *u,3 
247 

is also considered, but the variations in 
the losses due to the changes in the relative rotor-entrance Mach 
number are assumed to be negligible. 

This method has-been used to obtain the operating oharacter- 
istios of a representative jet-engine turbine. Auxiliary analyses 
have also been made to determine the effect of radius ratio on the 
validity of the one-dimensional analysis, ss applied to this part- 
icular investigation, and the effect of varying the stator-exit 
angle on the relative rotor-entrance Mach number. 

A simplified method, presented in appendix C, provides for 
the determination of the rotor-entrance angle deviation and rotor- 
exit tangential velocity at off-design-point operation. This 
method may be used to give some indication of off-design-point 
operation of turbines equipped with adjustable etators. 

One-dimensional analysis of representative turbine. - Using 
the design data and design-point perfoxmanc 8 of a oontemporsrs jet- 
engine turbine and the m&hod described in reference 5, &I analysis 
was made assuming that the stator-exit angle wss adjustable. The 
pertinent turbine design data used in this snalysis are: 

a2,mJ deg ............... .:. ........... 26 
B2 ,m, de6 ............................ 66 
f33,mJ deg ........................... I37 
A2,sqft ........................ 0.852 
A3,sqft ......................... 1.26 
Hub-to-tip radius ratio ................... 0.70 
Design speed, I&/$&, ft/sec ................ 604 
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In order to keep the compressor at its optimum operating 
point, the results are presented for constant turbine work, weight 
flow, and speed with the turbine at&or-exit angle vsrying to 
allow these conditions to exist tith varying turbine-entrance tem- 
perature' which was done by vsrying the turbine pressure ratio for 
various values of turbine-entrance temperature and stator-exit 
angle with constantmsss flow and blade speed. The stator-exit 
angle, the turbine peesure ratio, ti the internal efficiency 
were plotted against turbine power output and cross plots of these 
variables were made for a constant turbine output. The results 
are presented in figure 4. The efficiency curve ehaTB that the 
turbine efficiency qt vsxies only 0.03 from the value at the 
design point for a range of turbine-entrance temperatures of 40 per- 
cent. The remaining curves show the correspoIlding variations of 
stator-exit angle and turbine total-pressure ratio with turbine- 
entrance temperature. Inasmuch ss the turbine efficiency varia- 
tion is small for the range of temraturee investigated, it till 
be sssumed constant in the general analytical treatment of Jet- 
engine performance where the turbines operate in this temperature 
range. 

Effect of turbine hub-to-tip radius ratio on‘one-dtiensional 
analysis. - The one-dTmensional assumptions did not consider the 
effect of changes in the relative rotor-entrance angles with radius. 
An analysis' presented in appendix D, wss made to determine the 
range of deviation of relative rotor-entrance angle. Basedon 
simple radial equilibrium and free-vortex flow, the radial vsria- 
tion of qw and Pdes were determined for various values of 
(Vub)cdes ad &de6 at the mean radius. IWorn ffgure 1, a new 
stator-exit angle wss determined for each value of a2,des for 
T'l/T'lJdes af 1.5~ and the radial variation of p-pdes wm 
calculated. 

In this analysis two assumptions were made. The first wes 
that even at supersonic stator-exit velocities the variation of 
the flow angle at any radius was equal to the variation of the 
blade angle at the stator exit ti was independent of the vsria- 
tion in pressure ratio. Reference 6 supports this assumption up 
to a pressure ratio of approximately 2.7 for a particular turbine- 
blade configuration. This valuetillvarydepending uponthe blade 
thickness J pitch, a@ exit angle. The second assumption used wss 
that the change fn the tangential velocity at the stator exit with 
increasing temperature ws8 small. The reason that this assumption 
oould be made wss that for constant turbine speed, weight flow, 
and turbine output' VU'2 -Vu,5 must be constant and the change 
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in Vu,3 for the turbine, analyzed as in the previous section, 
was investigated for a range in turbine-entrance temperatures from 

T'l T'l 
T'lJdes 

= 0.9 to 
T'l,des 

= 1.4 and was found to be negligible. 

The results of this analysis are presented in figure 5, where 
the relative-rotor-entrance-angle deviation fi2- Bg,des is plotted 
as a function of radius ratio r/r, for psrametera of design 
stator-exit angle sJdm and design velooity ratioe (V&J),. 

It msy be seen from these curves that at values of r/r, lees 
than 1, the value of &-&,des is approximately equal to the 
value at the mean radius. Tfiis approximate equality indioates 
that, for this range of r/rm, the losses asaooiated with relative- 
rotor-entrance-angle deviation are consistent with the assumption 
of the one-dimensional analysis. At values of r/r, greater than 1, 
however, the values of /32-pZ,des are Smaller, which indiOate8 

that the one-dimensional analysis results in high losses at the 
rotor entrance. These high losses indicate that the turbine effi- 
oienoies calculated, based on the one-d.imensional analysis, are 
negligibly low. 

Effect of variable stator-exit angle on relative rotor- 
entrance Mach number. - In the design of turbines, the relative 
entrance Mach number is usually dust under the maximum allowable 
value at the design point. A change in the stator-exit angle from 
the design point will cause a change in the relative Mach number' 
and an increase in the Mach number may result in a sharp decrease 
in efficiency. Whether or not the Mach number will increase or 
deoreasei depends on the design oonditions. An analysis presented 
in appendix E wss msde to determine the combination of design var- 
iables for whioh the relative rotor-entranoe Mach number will 
decrease for sn increase in etator-exit angle (that is, an increase 
in jet-engine power), for constant turbine work, speed, and mass 
flow, using the same assumptions concerning stator-exit angle and 
stator-exit tangential-velocity variation set forth in the preced- 
ing section. The following expression was obtained for the msxi- 
mum allowable stator-exit angle for decreasing relative rotor- 
entrance Mach number with increasing turbine-entrance temperature 
as a funotion of velocity ratios Vu/U and Vu/afl: 
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Flp 13 TLS plotted using the ~ce&ing equation. !l%e function of thie clime meg be 
explained by meam of the follmlng example: 
V&I is equal to 1.8 an8 the Mach number 

If at a given radlue the velocity rat10 
Vu/all = 1.00, then the mximum stator-exit 

angle’that wlll result in a decreasing relatI~% rotor-entrmue Mach nmiber with 
Increaalng turbine-inlet temperature i6 36.7’. For any larger stator-exit angle, the 
rdative rotor-9ntrme Mach mm&m ~I.11 irroreaee and a stwiy of thle bfaoh~nuuibm will 
be necessary to deternlne Lf the Mach number obtdmd is above that whloh Is crltloal 
for the particular set of rotor bladee. 

The maxfmnn relative rotor-entranoe Mach nmber usually ocome at the immr radius 
of the turbine tihre the values of Vu/U me umally between 1.5 an& 2.0, In this mnge, 
the markmu &&or-exit angles that result In decreasing relatiw rotor-entmee Mach mm!- 
ber for lnoreaaing turbine-entranoe temperature are approx~tely 31. to 40 bepee. 

Jet -IEngIne -Performanc e Analyale 

In order tb evaNat& the efYeot of vtiable-angle-stator turblnee on jet-engine per- 
formance, oompadeana must be made cf oonventional Jet enginee with and aU&mt vartible- 
area ez&auet nozzles aa Jet englnee eqtippd with a&juatable-etator turbines ad 
variable-wea eZhauet nozzlea. Tn order to obtain this canprison, two n&hods were wed. 
The firet methcd was 8 general audQl-Aoal treatment that included cycle andpis to 
obtti equilibrium operating lines for both oonventional an& adjustable-stator twbo- 
Jetenghea forawide range of design-pomipemmetera, assumiog conatautcompomxnt 
effiolenog. !che eecaad method was a oomparleon of the operating aharaoterietice 88 deter- E 
mined frcxn teat data of two contemporary Jet e-8, with the operatiag oharacterlatIocs of 



jet engines as analyzed with the following cwnents: the actual 
comprerrsora, the actual combustion chamb&re, and the adjustable- 
at&or turbines, together tith variable etiust area% 

Oeneral analysis of jet-engine performance. - In thier analy- 
~158, conventional jet enginee .and jet enginea equipped with 
variable-area nozzle8 were compered with engines equipped with 
adjustable-angle stetors and variable-area nozzles. These com- 
partions were made for various values of maximum compressor pree- 
sure ratio and turbine-entrance temperature. For any one com-pari- 
son, the same value of maximum compreaeor pressure ratio and 
turbine-entrance temperature wan assigned to each of the three 
typea of engine. The equilibrium operatfng line8 of the lcowen,- 
tional jet englnee end the equilibrium operating lines and the 
nozzle-area variation of the engines equipped with variable-erea 
nozzles vere determined in accordanoe with the methods described 
in reference 7. With the aaaumption that the engine ~IEUJB flow is 
a function only of engine speed and that the component effioienciea 
are conetent, It is poesible to obtain an approximation of the off- 
deeign operatfng oonditione for any eet of design parameters. A 
further condition applied to the jet engine8 equipped with 
variable-area nozzle6 WBB that the nozzle-area variation was 
assigned to hold engine speed. constant. 

For the adjuatable-stator turbojet engines., the operating con- 
ditions were determined by holding the campres8or at its design 
point; that ie, con&ant maas flow, speed, compreseor pressure 
ratio, and turbine, output. The engine output was varfed by chang- 
ing the turbine-entrance temperature and adjusting the at&or-exit 
angles and exhaust area. Here again constant compnent efficienciee 
were assumed. This method of analysis tende to favor the engines 
witi variable-area exhaust nozzles, because reduction of turbine- 
entrance temperature c&u8ea a dec.reaee aE' the ocanpreseor efficiency 
due to the large change in comqreaeor preseure ratio that must 
occur at conetad speed, wherea in this analy~ia the compreseor 
efficiency was aeeumed constant. . 

In accordance with the nrsthod for cycle caloulations pre- 
eented 3n reference 8, an enalyaie was made for both the conven- 
tional and adjuetable-stator turbojet enginea for two value8 of 
maximum turbine-entrance teanperaturee a& a wide range of maximum 
ccmpreseor pressure ratios. 

Specifio fuel coneumption, compressor preeaure ratio, and 
exhaust-nozzle-area variation t3re presented in figure 7 88 a func- 
tion Orp percentage of maxImum thrust for (a) conventional engines 

. 

. 
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of fixed-geometry ccmponents, (b) jet engines with variable-area 
exhaust nozzle, a& (c) jet engines with variable-axes exhaust noz- 
zle and adjustable turbine-entrernce stators. 

Inasmuch as the maximum compressor ratio md turbine-entrance 
temperature occur only at themxximm thrust point for eaoh of the 
three types of engine, the speoific fuel oonsumptions We equal at 
this point. It may be seen that for the complete rage of oompressor 
pressure ratio and turbine-entrance temperatures investigated, 
the use of adjustable turbine statom and variable-area exhaust 
nozzles results in improvement, atlowerthanmaxlmm.uthrust,of 
specific fuel consumption over both the fixed-geometry jet engines 
and vsxiable-area-exhaust-nozzle engines. This improvement varied 
considerably, depending upon the compressor pressure ratio and 
turbine-entrance temperature used at ruaximxm thrust. 

. 
Thus, for a maximum turbine-entranoe temperature of 24QO" R, 

the improvement in specific fuel consmption over jet engines with : 
fixed-geametry components at 60-percent maximum thrust vsried from 
9 percent at a maximum compressor pressure ratio of 4 to 4.5 per- 
cent at a maximum pressure ratio of 12 (figa. 7(a) to 7(d)). For 
a msximumturbine-entrance temperature of 3200° B, the improvement 
at 60 peroent of m&ix&~ thrust varied from 17 percent at a maxi- 
mum compressor pressure ratio of 4 to 11.5 percent at a meuimum 
pressure ratio of 12 (figs. 7(e) to 7(h)). The improvement of 
specific fuel consumption over jet engines equfpped with vaziable- 
area exhaust nozzles vexied from 3.5 percent to 2 peroent at 8 
maximum turbine-entrance temperature of 2400° B and from 8.5.per- 
cent to 3 percent at a maximum turbine-entrance temperature of 
32000 R for the seme conditions es previously given. The small- 
est values of improvement shown exe probably of little signifi- 
cance because the assumption of constant oc&rqonent efficiencies 
may intrcduoe errors of the 8m order of magnitude. The assump- 
tions for the adjustable-turbine-stator case are the least uncer- 
tain because they depend on is fixed campasor operating point 
instead of on con&ant efficiency with variations in compreseor 
operation. 

It can be seen that at any given pressure ratio the improve- 
ment, at louer than maximum thrust, increases with increasing 
turbine-entrance temperature, whereas for any turbine-entrance 
temperature the improvement decreases with increasing pressure 
ratio. The reason for the improvmnt in specific fuel consump- 
tion is that, in'almost every case investigated, the turbine- 
entrance temperature was above that necessary for minimum specific 
fuel consumption at that particular pressure ratio. Any decrease 

. 
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in pzwsure ratio in acmparing one engine with 8nother at any gWe0 
twr8ture (approximatelyfirsdthrust)theref0ra oaussdan 
increase Inengine epeslflu fusl conmmption. Thus, the hi&r 
themaxImnmturbdne=sntranse tsmpsraturs is abow, that which @~ss 
minimum~~cifio fuel oonsumption, ths materthe iBlprovement 
that might be erpsote& from a,ocsMnatlon of adjustable-angle 
ttxrbdne-entranse etatafe'and Vcrri8blO~a azhatzet noztlss. Also, 
beoause the op&mumtemperature insressee tithlnareasingprsssurs 
ratio, for any given Gurblne-entrance temperature the Improvement 
in speoifio fuel oonaumgtlon of adjustable-angle-stator turbine 
enginea wdlldeorease as the madmm preaeure ratio inareaees. 

The we of only Tariable-area oxhanst nozzles resulted in an 
iqrovemsnt of specWf.a fuel oonsum@ion over the fixed-geometry 
jet engines fnr the oaplete rangs of thrsst investigated. Here 
&gain, the ixqvovsmentwas dependentuponthe oanpressor pressure 
ratio and turbine-entranoe temperature at mazdmum thrust. For 8 
ms&mum turbine-entrance temperature of 2400° R, the improvement 
over jetengtnes withfired geumsw at 60 peroent & maziaumn 
thrwt va.rted from 5.5 percent at a m ocmpreseor pressure 
ratio of 4 to 3 perosnt at a maximum pressure ratio ckf 12 
cff;f7~;W&oR7(dI;. For a msxdmum turbine-srrtrsnoe tsmpsra- 

imprwement at 60 persent of SLarlznnu thrust 
varied from 9.5'percent 8t a muhum aampres8or pmeaure ratio of 4 
to 8.5 
to 7(h) $ 

rsent at 8 marlmum preseure ratio of I.2 (figs. 7(e) 
. 

The range of ooaapreseorprsssure ratios averwhich the u-0 
preseor will operate for the various oonfigurations ie also shown 
in ffgnrs 7. Thus, although the engins with two rarlable-geometry 
oomponents can attain constant oompreesor pressure ratio over the 
range of operation, the pre8sure ratio of the oonventional sngWe 
rarlee from about-25 to 40 persent and pressurs ratio8 of the 
engines with variable-a exhaust nozzles vary from about'15 to 
25 percent over a rangs of Clzilurt output fromp 60 to 100 persent. 
These variations will probably entail losses In ocaapreeeor effi- 
oiemy. In the variable-area-sxhanst-nozzle engLne, these lossss 
till pcrobably be larger despite the smaller pressure-ratlo maria- 
tion, inwmwh 819 these ra;rlatlona axe ttasumed to ooctar at son&ant 
speed. 

Aaompariesn is alsopresentsd ofthevariationin exhaust 
area for the two variable-geomstrg=sompcnIent engines. It o&m be 
seen that at the low pessure ratios the adjustabls-angle-stator 
snglne has lees area variation than the adjustable-e&au&-nozzle 
enginee,whereaa athdgherpressure ratios the reverseistrne. 
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An8lysis of aontempomry jet engines withazldwithoutsdjust- 
able at&tom. -In this analyale, the operating performances 
obtained from experimental data of two contemporary jet engines 
were wed. ~rimentalastaofthec~essor~c~uetion 
chmiber were need in oonjunotfm with an analysis of adjustable- 
stator turbines to obtain the.operating characteristioa of 
sdjustable-atator-turbine engines for ocmpazison. 

The performance of sdjuatable-ststor-turbine engines wss 
obtained for constant compressor operating oondltions over the 
complete engine-power range. !l!he turbine charaoteristios wed in 
this analysis were obtained in the following msnnert The m8ximun 
turbine effioiemg ma sasumed to be obtained at approximately 
70-peroent maximum net engine thrust and the efficienoies over the 

. remaider of the operating rsnge were sssmned to vary with turbine- 
entrance temperature ratio, aa shown in the eection on turbine 
analyaia. The method for oycle ualuulationa as presented in 
reference 8 was u.eed to obtain the over-all engine performmoe. 

Figure 8 presents aoomparisonof engine performance for a 
conventional jet engine s&L an engine with an adjustable-at&or 
turbine with both engines having the same oentrifugaldlow corn- 
pressor operating at a me&mm cmpre8sor preemre ratio of 4.40 
and turbine-entrance temperature of 19600 R. Figure 9 ahows a 
similar ocmparisonfor jetenginee havingthessme arial-flowoaaa- 
pressor with a manS coqresear pressure ratio af 3.90 and at 
turbine-entrance tempmatmes of 1760° R. The improvement in fuel 
consumption at 70 percent of maximum engine output ia 6 percent 
for the oentrif'ugsl~ompressor engine snd 5 percent for the axial- 
flowcmpreaaorengine. 

An analytical investigstion of turbines with adjustable 
stator blades waa made to d&em&m their operating characteris- 
tics s&l. limit8tions, to detemine the perfomanc 8 of jet enginee 
equipped with this type of turbine and with variable-area etiauat 
nozzles, and to compare the performmce with oonventional engines 
with fixed geometry and with oonventional engines with varisble- 
area eauat nozzles, !Ehe following results were obtained: 

1. The variation in turbine ststor-exit angle wsa not excessive 
forvideranges of engine thrust output. For a 50-percent inurease 

' in turbine-entrance temperature, an increment of lea8 than 60 wsa 
required for a deaigu exit angle of 25O. 
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2. The necessary variation in exhaust-nozzle area was not 
large, but increased for higher turbine pressure ratios. A maxi- 
mum variation of approximately 15 percent for a deal- turbine 
pressure ratio of 3 and approximately 35 percent for a design tur- 
bine pressure ratio of 6 were necesaaq for a range of engine out- 
put from design temperature to 150 percent of design temperature. 

3. The variation in turbine efficiency from the va.lue at the 
design point for a range of turbine-entrance temperatures of 40 per- 
cent is about 0.03 for a contemporary turbine equipped with adjust- 
able stators. 

4. The improvement in over-all specific fuel consumption that 
may be obtained at 60 percent of maximum thrust with the use of 
variable-angle-stator turbines and adjustable-area exhaust nozzles 
varies frm more than 4.5 percent (for a maximum thrust condition 
at a turbine-entrance temperature of 2400' R and ccanpressor pressure 
ratio of 12) to 17 percent (for a maximum thrust condition at a 
turbine-entrance temperature of 3200° R and compressor pressure 
ratio of 4). 

For a similar range of maximum-thrust parameters, the im- 
provement in specific fuel oonsmption of this configuration over 
engines equipped only with variable-area exhaust nozzles was from 
2 to 8.5 percent. In the variable-area-exhaust-nozzle engines, 
the compressor losses will probably be larger than in the engines 
with the other two configurations , and thus the advantages, as 
presented for the variable-angle-stator engines over engines 
equipped only with variable-area.e%baust nozzles, are pesstiistic. 

The smallest values of improvement shown are probably of 
little sigzkficance because the assumption of cmtant component 
efficiencies may introduce errora of the.same order of magnitude. 

5. Two contemporWy jet .engines tith maximum compressor pres- 
sure ratios of 4.4 and 3.9, turbine-entrance temperatures of 1960' 
and 1760.'R, and equipped with variable-angle-stator turbines and 
adjustable-area exhaust nozzles gave an improvement in spectiic 
fuel consumption of about 8 and 5 percent, respectively, at a 
cruising condition at 70 percent maximum engine output over cam- 
parable fixed-geometry jet engdnes. 

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory, 
Nat&al Adk.aory CoTsnittee for Aeronautics, 

Cleveland, Ohio. 
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SYMBOIS 

Thefollowings@bols areusedinthia report: 

flow are&, sq ft 

effective annulus are8 

velocity oi? sound, ft/sec 

speoific heat at constant pressure, Btu/(lb)(oR) 

acceler8tion due to gravity, ft/sec2 

specific enthalpy, Btu/lb 

mechanioal equivalent of heat, ft-lb/Btu 

Machnm&er . 

absolute pressure, lb/sq ft 

gas con&ant, ft-lb/(oR)(lb) 

radius, ft 

absolute temperature, oR 

blade velocity, ft/sec . 

absolute gas velocity, ft/sec 

relative gas velocity, ft/sec 

gas weight flow, lb/se0 

angle of absolute velocity tith tangential direction, deg 

angle of relative velocity with tangential direction, deg 

ratio of specific heata 

density, lb/au ft . 

17 
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8 tmperature reduction factor (T/W) 

'It turbine efficiency based on staguation conditions neglecting 
tangential velocity component 

Subscripts: 

0 

1 

2 

3 

cr 

de8 

dev 

J 

m 

Opt 

t 

U 

w 

X 

ambient 

turbine entrance 

turbine-stator exit, -rotor entrance 

turbine-rotor exit 

state at speed of sound (critioal) 

design . : 

deviation 

jet . 

conditfon at mean raditm 

optimum 

turbine 

tangential 

relative velocity 

axi81 

Superscripts: 

I stagnation state 

+ reference state 

l 

.  

r 
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n-AR.EAVARIATIONASFUICJ!ION 

OF TURBINE--CE - 

In order to deterx&ne the range of exhaust-area variation, an 
analysis aasrnning supercritical or high subcritical. velooities at 
the jet ma made ss follows: 

Weight flow w through jet - =zAjfr$) 

For high subsonic or supeneonfc veloc+ities at the jet, 

p'3 f- 
0 PO 

= contkt8nt 

For constant turbine work, 

T'3 = T’l - - 
"P 

A% 1 -;-tl- 
P'g 7 

qcT1 t. J P'I 

or 
Y 

c 

dh't 1 
r-1 

p'3 zp'1 l--- 
Cp?t T'l ) 

Substituting for Tt3 and pf3 in the equation for weight flow 
yields 
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Inasmuch - W = wdes, 

AL 
.AjJdes 

ZC 

1 

U't 
cpT'l,des 

1 

Ahtt 

OpT'l,de 

(5) 
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APEmmx c 

COMTSUC!CIO~AMDWE:OFCEKWSFORDEEWIWi! ION OF LOSS 

PARAMe;TERs FOR OFF-DESIGN-POIXC TURBm OEERA!ITOm 

The charts for determining the rotor-exit cotiitione of a 
turbine were constructed 88 folbwa: 

From the energy equation, 

and from the exit-velocity vector diagram 

the following expreseion i8 derived: 

By assigning values of pVx/p'acr azd Vu/acrt a graphical solu- 
tion wa8 used to determine V,/q., from equation (7) for y = 1.30. 
Relative rotor-exit angles were then aesigued ad the values of 
u/acr were calculated, For each aesigaed value of pV”/ptacrr 
charts were constructed with values of Vu/sr plotted against 
u/am with relative entrance angles $2 aa a parameter. 

The charts for determining the rotor-entrance conditions 
were constructed as follows: 
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where 

'V Lu-1 
u u 

Then 

RICA RM E50E05 

When valuee were assigned to a and Vu/U, p2 vae calculated 
using equation (8), and a chart wee conetructed with pz plotted 
a&net V&J with the etator-exit angle. a as a parameter. 

The prooedure for application af the chazts for determination 
of Vu,3 eni- I32 et off-deeign conditione followa. 

For any turbine operating oondition, these variables are known: 

T’l turbine-entrame temperature 

az etetor-exit angle 

u bladeapeed 

$3 rotor-blade-exit angle 

Ahtt turbine ontput (constant) 

W turbine maaa flow (con&ant) 

4 effective rotor-exit mnulue area : 
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Then 

Tt3 z Ttl - - 
"P 

From the Feceding relations, 0'3 and acr,3 may be determined. 
Also 

Then 

u 
acr,3 

are also known. 
/a 

With the use of these Parameters, fi3, end fig- 
ure 10; vu,3 cr,3 can be determined. With Vu 3 Imown, B2 t 
may be found as follows: 

V 
Ahtt @ 

w' u + Vu,3 

and with the use of Vu,2, 9, and figure 11, 82 can be 
determined.. 

Thus, for any operating condition, the permeters that effect 
the seateat off-desiEpl lessee can be determined. The internal 
effioiency qt must be assumed in the calculation of ~'3; however, 
inasmuch as this assumption effects only the value of ptg for e 
first epProximation, it will usually be suffiuient to use the 
design value of efficiency. 
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. 

RADIUS FOR ADJ-lmmm STATOB 

In ofier to determine the relative rotor-entrance angle along 
the radius, it ia neoeesary to find the stator-exit-angle variation 
et the desired off-design point. For vortex flow at the design 
point, 

'I m '25 m f 

% v x,m r tanadeB=y-=V r 
U u,m m 

At the off-design point, 

a= adee + CLaev 

where ad, mey be determined from figure 1. 

For simple radial equilibrium, 

.end 

forconetantenergyalongthe radius. 

IWan the velooity triangle, 

v2 6 Vu2 (1 + tan2 a) 

(9) 
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Ccanbinfng the equilibrium and energy equations ti eubstitut- 
ing for p.2 field 

abs vu) 1 I- 
& (1 + ten2 a) ( 

L + eeo' a tan a 2 
r > 

end because a = qes + q,, 

dbg Vu) 
e - 

dr 

(ades + adev) 
dhh3s -+ aa*v) 

dJ? I 

Differentiating equetion (9) yields 

then 

[e=2tadl + adevj 

d(ades) It vX,m cos2 %&S 
dr V u,= % 

and 

d(adev' =O 
dr 

d(lw Vu, 
z- 

dr 
0 

+ adev) 
I 

% 

%l 

i + 

C0s2 %es % In 
F+ 

c0s2 (&aee + adev) 
tan fade* + %ev) ?& 

I 1 
By integrating this equation and using equation (9) to define qesr 
Vu was obtained aa a function of r/r, for various values of ades 
and the value of ad, was obtained framfigum 1, for e 
T'lh'l,dee of 1*5* 

. 
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APPEKKIXE 

VARIK!X~N OF RELATIVE ROTOR-ENTRAHCF, 

In order to determine the variation of the relative rotor- 
entrance Mach number from the design point at the cruising cordi- 
tion, the following analysis wan made: 

inasmuchas 

w2 = (vu -u)2 + vx2 

tana = , 
sin a c 

v 1 - sin" a 

then 

ture 

G2 = & 
[ 
(vu-VI2 + 

Subs'tituting for T2 in terms of 
and stator-exit velocdty yields 

vu” sin2 a 

l- 1 sin2 a 

turbine-entrance tempera- 

[ 

(vu - VI2 + Vu2 sin' a 

l- 1 sin2 a 
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Because 

sin a 
sin ades 

- sin2 adee “’ 
> 

+ vu2 Tell 

"1,des T'l,des 

Y@ T'l - *in2 %e* Tt 
T'l Y-1 
1,de 3 

- 2 vu2 

By differentiating 
ferential equal to 
following equation 

with respect to 

is obtained: 
t l is zero, the 

where 

2(+ - +)sin4a - [[y-I) ($J2($- $0 

2e - l)Jsi,Z a -r$y 1)2 = 0 

Solving for the maximum value of ain a for which decreasing val- 
ues of MW We obtained for increasing power yields: 



u 1 
$ > 

--- 
u 2 

. . 1321 
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Turbine-entrance temp?rature ratio, T/,/T’, des 8 

. 
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.- 

Figure 1. - Variation of stator-exit angle with 

temperature ratlo for constant weight flow and 

various design values of stator-exit angte. 
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Figure 2. 2 VarIatFon at statar--exit angle with weight-flow ratio for 
various design values of stator-exit angle. 
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Figure 3. - Nozz le area for jet engine equipped wit 

turbine with adjustable stator blades. 
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Figure 4. - Performance of representati’ve turbine 

with adjustable stator blades at constant power, 

speed, mass flow, and turbine-entrance temperature. 
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Figure 5. - Deviation in relative rotor-entrance angle for 
turbine-entran:e-temperature ratio of 1.5. 
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Figure 6. - M8XimUm &llOW&Dle StatOr-exit angle for deCre8Sing 
relative Mach number and for inireasing turbine-entrance 
temperature. y = 1.33. 
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Uaxlmun nat thrust, psrcsnt 

Ill Uaxtmur turbfnr-entrance tamparrture, 2400° R; 
maxlmun sonprs*sor pressure ratlo, 4.0. 

. 

- -. . ..=- 

Flgura 7. - Comparison of rspr*santatt*e jet englns 
with ffxad geometry, variable-area exhaust nozzl., 

and adJustabla stator bladas .nd vmrlablm-•rea 
exhaust norrla. Flight speed, 600 miles per hour 
at saa Ievsl. 
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Maximum net thryst. percent 

(~1 Maximum turbine-entrance temperature. 2400° R; 
maximum compressor pressure ratio. 6.0. 
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Figure 7. - Continued. Comparison of representat iv0 
jet eoglne eith fixed geometry, variable-arm 
exhaust nozzIe, and adjustable stator blades and 
variable-area exhaust nozzle. Fl I gh t speed, 
600 miles per hour at sea level. 
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. 

y-- variable-area 
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Maximum net thrust, percent 

(cl UaxImun turbine-entrance temperature, 2400° R; 
maximum comressot pressure ratfo. 8.0. 

Ffgurs 7. - Continued. Cdmparlson df representative 
jet engine with fixed geometry, variable-area 
exhaust nozzle. and adjustable stltor blades and 
variable-area exhaust nozzle. Fl I gh t speed. 
600 miles per hour Ltt 555 Icvel. 
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E 9.0 
---Variable-area 

s exhaust nozrl c 
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and adjustabl c 
s tatar blades 

6.0 I I I 

Maximum net thrust. percent 

[d] Maximum turbine-entranCe temperature. 2400° R; 
maximum coaprassor prassure ratio. 12.0. 

Figure 7. - Continued. Comparfson of represantative 
jet engine lrith fixed geometry, variable-area 
exhaust nozzle. and adjustabe stator blades and 
variable-area exhaust nozzle. Flight speed. 
600 miles per hour at sea 1~~1. 
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Figure 7. - Continued. Comparison of representative 
jet engine wfth flxed geometry, variable-area 
exhaust nozzle, and adJustable stator blades and 
variable-area nozzle. Flight speed, 600 miles 
Per hour at sea level. 
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-Variablearea. 
exhaust nozzte 

----Yarfabl 

Yaxi~un net thrust, parcant 

If) Uarimua turbine-entrance temperature. 3~200~ R; 
marlmum compressor pressure ratlo. 6.0. 

Figure 7. : Continued. Comparfson of rsprasentatlve 
jet engine with fixad,gaometry. variable-area 
exhaust nozzle. and adjustable stator blades and 
variable-area exhaust nozzle. Flight speed. 

600 miles per hour at sea level. 
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Figure 7. - Continued: Comparison of reoresentatfve 
jet engine with fixed geometry, varlabltarea 
exhaust nozz I e, and adjustable stator blades and 
variable-area exhaust nozzle. FI lght speed, 
600 miles per hour at sea level. 
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(h) Maximum turbine-entrance temperature, 3200° R; 
maximum compressor pressure ratio, 12.0. 

Figure 7. - Concluded. Comparison of representative 
jet engine with fixed geometry, variable-area 
exhaust nozzlk. and adjustable stator blades and 
variable-area exhaust nozzle. FI ight speed, 
600 oi les per hour at sea teval . 
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Figure 8. - Comparison of representative jet engine with and 
without ad justable stator blades with centrifugal compressor. 
Maximum turbine-entrance temperature, 1960’ I?; maximum 
pressure ratio, 4.40; altitude, 30,000 feet: ram pressure 
ratio, 1.2. 
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Figure 9. - Comparison of representative jet engine with 

and without adjustab le stator blades with axial-flow 

camp resso r. Maximum turbine-inlet temperature, 1760° R; 

maximum pressure rat 10, 3.90; altitude, 25,000 feet; 

ram pressure ratio, 1.2. 

Net thrust, I b 
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Figure IO. - Variation of tangential critical Mach number with 
blade critical Mach number at rotor exit. Y = 1.30. 
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Figure 10. - Continued. Variation of tangential critical Mach 
number with blade critical Mach number at rotor exit. 
Y = 1.30. 
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Flgure IO. - Cantinued. Variatiofi of tangentfal critical Mach 
number with blade critical Mach number at rotor exit. 
y = 1.30. 
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Figure IO. - Continued. Variation of tangential critical Mach 
number with blade critical Mach number at rotor exit. 
y = 1.30. 
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Figure IO. - Concluded. Variation of tangential critical Mach 
number pith bjaae critical Mach number at rotor exit. 

y - 1.30. 
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Figure If. - Variation of relative rotor-entrance angle 
with ratio of tangential velocity to blade speed. 




